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Artifact Detection. The experienced eye can detect ocular artifacts--eye movements and blinks--with relative ease. The composition of these distinct waveforms, in terms of aberrant amplitude and duration, is noticeably dissimilar from cortical potentials. Eye blinks produce electrical magnitudes up to 800 μV, dozen of times larger than most cortical potentials. Blinks are gener-ally slow, lasting up to 400 ms in duration, although their initial fast components can generate electrical potentials with frequency components of up to about 10.5 Hz, well within the alpha range (Gasser, Stroka & Mocks, 1985) . Eye movements show similar spatial distributions but with lower amplitudes. Classifying EEG signals by waveform characteristics should prove to be useful in automating ocular artifact detection. From our research we developed a series of algorithms, implemented in the SKIL Topometric system, which proved very successful in doing just this (Figure 1 ). In this system, when artifact is detected, its approximate duration is calculated and marked so that the data segment may be ignored in its entirety during spectral processing.
Given the potential imperfections inherent in any automatic artifacting system, this system is open to manual input and alteration. The sensitivity of the detection algorithms can be altered for each record, the artifact duration calculations can be made more or less conservative, and the actual outputs from the system (the marked data segments) can be lengthened or shortened by hand. Nonetheless, care must be taken when using any automatic routines in QEEG analysis. This waveform classification system, for instance, does not address artifacts generated by muscle discharge and reference problems. The present system supplements, but does not replace, visual inspection of the EEG. 
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Window Effects. Artifact undermines the reliability and validity of a QEEG evaluation. Artifacts can enter an EEG recording not only at data acquisition but also during later processing. Window functions for Fourier transforms and state transitions are two large sources of potential artifact, neither of which has been thoroughly addressed in the literature. Fortunately, these types of artifact can be minimized with specific strategies and techniques.
Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT), a popular analytical technique, is a powerful and rapid means of identifying frequency components in an EEG signal but it is also a source of subtle yet pervasive artifact. This technique requires that a continuous signal be segmented (into 2 n data points), which is likely to produce ''sharp edges,'' non-zero values at the start and end of every segment or epoch. When these epochs are submitted to frequency analysis, the sudden amplitude change between consecutive data points at either edge (from zero to whatever value begins or ends the epoch) will result in erroneous spectral information known as ''leakage'' (Jervis, Coelho & Morgan, 1989) . Mathematical functions called ''windows'' or ''frames'' are commonly applied to data segments to reduce spectral leakage. These functions attenuate data points at either end of an epoch. To taper end points without producing leakage elsewhere within the epoch, all data points in an epoch undergo the same mathematical transformation, usually a gradual and monotonic function. While a tapering function effectively eliminates leakage, it smears or broadens frequency peaks, reducing signal power (Jervis, Coelho, & Morgan, 1989) , and it preferentially samples the epoch's data, an issue rarely discussed in the scientific literature. As shown in Figure 2 , EEG events emerging at the center of an epoch dominate the record of that epoch, whereas the same waveforms positioned near either end become nearly invisible, contributing little to spectral analysis.
The use of multiple overlapping windows (i.e., mathematical tapering functions) can remedy the effect of preferential sampling in its entirety (Davidson, Chapman, Chapman & Henriques, 1990; Sterman, Mann, Kaiser & Suyenobu, 1994) . Unfortunately, this practice has only recently become popular. It should be standard practice for the field. As we discovered, the degree of function overlap does not have to be excessive to remedy sampling effects. The maximum possible overlap is a separate window function begun at each and every data point in a signal. For instance, for a 128-samples-per-second signal segmented into one-second epochs, 128 one-second-window functions per epoch, or 99.2% overlap, will produce the best possible estimate of spectral density attainable with FFTs. However, a high-quality estimate of spectral density can be achieved with fewer overlapping windows. As shown in Figure 3 , the maximum degree of overlap for a 128-sample rate (99.2% or FIGURE 2. The effects of a cosine-tapering window on the raw EEG recording are depicted. In all but the bottom trace, an eye blink has been added to a pure 10-Hz signal at the time position noted to the right. Each epoch was submitted to a cosine tapering function to demonstrate how such window functions can augment the contributions of signal components when they occur at the middle of an epoch (625 ms to 1375 ms) but diminish their contribution when they occur at either end (250 ms or 1750 ms). Notice how poor an estimate of spectral density emerges when overlapping windows are not employed. When window functions do not overlap, spectral values deviate substantially from the optimal spectral estimate (here, 99.2% overlap). This is not surprising; empirical results merely reflect the calculations involved in generating the window weighting function. When window functions do not overlap, the contribution of data values wax and wane, depending upon their temporal position within the epoch. But when as few as four windows are used to estimate spectral density, an almost perfectly straight weighting function is derived (see Figure 4) . A straight weighting function means that every data value in the epoch is weighted equally, which is of course highly desirable. As shown in Table 1 , an analysis of three degrees of overlap confirms this observation. no overlap is performed, a false interaction between condition and frequency band may emerge. Collectively, these results suggest that as few as four window functions per epoch (i.e., 75% overlap) provide an excellent estimate of spectral density, satisfying a compromise between calculational complexity and statistical rigor. (The SKIL Topometric system employs 75% overlap in all of its spectral analyses.)
State Transitions. Artifact can also creep into one's results from poor control of a subject's mental state during recordings. In our laboratory studies we discovered that state transitions associated with the commencement of an EEG data file can distort the initial portion of that file due to either slow transitions or abrupt shifts in attention (see Figure 5 ). This effect was particularly strong for resting (baseline) conditions and less important during task recordings, probably due to the immediate and continuous constraints most tasks place on an individual's mental state. Fortunately, this form of state instability can be easily corrected. By omitting the first 30 seconds from analysis or by waiting 30 seconds before initiating data collection such state transitions may be avoided. The former approach is readily automated in software. In fact during the SKIL database creation, the first 30 seconds of every baseline recording (eyes closed and eyes open resting) were omitted FIGURE 4. Derived weighting functions for 0%-and 75%-overlapping cosinetapering windows are shown. Each weighting function (in red) is simply the average of the curving lines below it. For clarity's sake, a constant has been added to each weighting function so that this average does not coincide with the windows. Note how data points are sampled (weighted) preferentially in the top figure, but when four evenly spaced cosine-tapering windows are used, preferentially weighting all but vanishes (a flat line average). With overlapping windows, initial data points are ignored during analysis unless each point appears in all available windows (here, the first 750 ms, those under the saw tooth pattern, are not included in later analysis). from mean calculations. Comparison to this database requires a similar omission, either during acquisition or analysis. Additional Issues. Time-of-day effects, or chronobiological influences produce an important source of significant processing artifact in QEEG analysis. This problem has been grossly disregarded in the clinical QEEG literature. The effects of circadian, semidian, and ultradian rhythms on the EEG will be discussed in a future article, along with additional issues critical to QEEG evaluation. These include the need for challenge or task conditions when evaluating individuals with ADHD and other disorders, as well as the promise of event-related processing in this field. Further information about the SKIL Topometric system is available online (www.skiltopo.com).
